HYDRAULIC BOX DUMPER- HBD-2-60

--- STANDARD FEATURES ---
HYDRAULIC BOX DUMPER
MODEL NUMBER IS HBD-2-60
CHUTE IS 52" W X 50" L (USABLE)
DUMPER CAPACITY IS 2000 LBS.
DUMP HEIGHT IS 60"
HOLD DOWN WILL ACCEPT BOXES
18" TO 50" HIGH W/ HOLES EVERY 2"
FRAME WIDTH IS 69"
FRAME LENGTH IS 68 1/2"
LEVEL HEIGHT IS 77"
ROTATED HEIGHT IS 149 1/2"
CHROME PLATED CYLINDER WITH
EMERGENCY STOP VELOCITY FUSE
WARNING: CHECK STATE AND LOCAL CODES!!
FRAME AND CHUTE DURABLE LIQUID PAINT BLUE FINISH
GUARDS AND HOLD DOWN BAR TOUGH BAKED IN POWDER COATED YELLOW FINISH

--- PLEASE CIRCLE SPECIFICATIONS ---

POWER
AC [ ] DC [X] AIR/OIL [ ]

MOTOR VOLTAGE
115 [X] 208 [ ] 230 [ ] 460 [X]

DEDICATED CIRCUIT REQUIRED [X]

MOTOR PHASE
SINGLE [X] THREE [ ]

CONTROL
HAND [ ] FOOT [X]

BATTERY CHRG.
REMOTE [X] ON-BOARD [ ]

CHRG. INDICATOR
YES [X] NO [ ]

NOTE: SINGLE PH. PLUG-IN UNITS WILL HAVE
APPROX 120 SEC DUMP / 33 SEC LOWER

--- SPECIAL FEATURES ---
NONE
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